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THE COMMITMENT:
QUALITY WITHOUT COIVIPRONIISE
For nearly 40 years, AST Bearings has been a leading provider of High Precision Bearings, supplying a diverse range of
industrial customers. With our value added services, whether an application calls for an off-the-shelf product or
requires an en ineered solution, AST is your one-stop source for Bearings, Bushings, Spherical Plain Bearings, Rod
Ends, Tapered Rollers, Linear Motion Products, Custom Mechanical Sub-Assemblies and much more.
FAST RESPONSE TO CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
When you call AST Bearings you are assured of getting the very best product and service. As dedicated bearing
specialists, we stay at the cutting edge of bearing technology and we are constantly replenishing inventory from
world-class manufacturers. Call one of our offices with your next project; you will be impressed with the
knowledge and responsiveness of our sales staff.
APPLICATION ASSISTANCE/RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
AST employs superlative design engineers and quality specialists that work with your professionals at our
offices or yours. Together, we can create the most cost-effective solutions to your full range of needs, just as we
have done with thousands of other challenging customers.
EXCLUSIVE BEARING ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Armed with years of application and precision instrumentation knowledge, AST's engineers can evaluate the
pros and cons of a bearing for a particular application. Bearings are judged from a number of perspectives,
including load and speed requirements and environmental factors that affect bearing performance. This
program is so effective that high quality manufacturers use our services and rely on the results to ensure the
quality of their bearings.
LUBRICATION SPECIALISTS
In our New Jersey headquarters we operate one of the largest bearing-lubrication facilities in the United States,
including a Class 10,000 clean room. Our lubrication specialists work with hundreds of different lubricants and
fill-ratios and can formulate custom lubricants that meet the precise needs of unusual applications.
SUB-ASSEMBLIES
AST offers the option of providing ready-to-install sub-assemblies rather than the individual bearing component.
For many customers, this option reduces their purchasing efforts, inventory investments, and inspection costs.
Buying assemblies from AST provides access to AST's engineering and sourcing expertise. Whether you are
building assemblies in house, or buying them from a sub-contractor, let AST prepare a quote.
INVENTORY-MANAGEMENT SERVICES
As our customers strive to reduce inventory costs and to compete on time, AST is ready to help. Our "AS Team "
program encompasses a range of inventory-management services such as Kanban and JIT deliveries,
consigned or bonded inventory, kitting, and hold-for-release order management. Several customers have
qualified us as a ship-to-stock or ship-to-work cell vendor.

